System Management Working Group – March 6, 2020

Attendees

- Michael Estrin (Me)
- Anthony Bonafide
- Ike Alisson
- Lenny Goodell (Intel)
- Trevor Conn

Old Business

1. System Management Service

Items to Follow Up

1. CLI Review Follow Up (Alex, VMware / Mike, Intel)
   a. Alex has an open PR on CLI
   b. Using go-mod-core-contracts; noticed functionality missing; Alex asked after creating PRs for the missing functionality – was encouraged to create PRs to fill in the missing functionality.
   c. Not currently using registry to pull configuration; expects to modify CLI at some point in the future to be able to do so.
   d. CLI is still a work-in-progress; PR can tentatively be reviewed but expectation is that it will be refined as Alex creates go-mod-core-contracts PRs and uses the resulting implementation in CLI.
2. EdgeX-specific system-wide metrics follow-up (Jim White, IOTech)
   a. [https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-docs/pull/104](https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-docs/pull/104)
   b. Please review and add your comments.

New Business

1. Other new business?
a. Next week – Dell has a demonstration for metrics to share at (potentially) next week’s meeting.